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WhatsApp This modern era has been hugely affected by several new trends and fashion techniques. The love
for tattoos and body art has been openly accepted by people all across the globe. Tattoos were only confined to
the tribal world in the past but later grew popular in the urban lifestyle as people found it as a new and unique
way to highlight their different body parts by inking them with creative patterns and designs. You can easily
find several tattoo ideas for women that include many amazing patterns and artwork. Flower Tattoo Designs
for Women form the perfect art to ignite the sensuality in any lady. Before you opt for any kind of body art
there are certain tips which should be followed in order to attain a better and satisfactory result: Always make
sure that your skin is not vulnerable to the paint or the instruments which are used to create the tattoo. Always
check the needle which is used by the artist to form the tattoo. Never rush with the designs as the body art is
stated to represent a part of the individual, so think hard before you finalize for any particular design or
pattern. Always opt for an artist who holds the experience and knowledge to offer a stunning and perfect
tattoo. Always maintain a certain skeleton idea of the tattoo which you wish to get on your body. This would
help the artist in framing a satisfactory design. Some floral tattoo ideas require the useful play with colors.
Make sure you select a good combination in order to make your tattoo look attractive. Flower Tattoo Designs
for Women Below is a list of some creative and appealing floral tattoo ideas which can be chosen effectively
to acquire a stylish body art: Floral Arm Tattoo This particular tattoo design would require a high level of
precision and artistic vision to pull it off perfectly. The design extends from the joint area near the elbow and
spreads out in a wonderful manner. The main design comprises of a lovely black and white flower that is
surrounded by leaf patterns. The beauty of this tattoo is the stunning detailing which makes it look real. Waist
Rose Tattoo If you are in search for a sexy floral tattoo design then this particular artwork would surely please
you. The placement of this tattoo works in a very effective manner. The design runs along the waist area in a
vertical manner comprising of two rose flowers detailed with red color and covered with green leaves. The
creative hand of the artist would surely help in offering a 3-D imagery. Ankle Tattoo This particular tattoo
design comprises of multiple flowers which are painted with various colors. The beauty of this artwork is the
amazing play with colors that makes it look attractive. The purple, pink and pollen structures glorify the look
of this tattoo. This design suits perfectly for the soft and gorgeous lady who needs to define herself. Forearm
Tattoo Design The graceful look of this tattoo is due to the intrinsic detailing which is present in the design.
This body art occupies the major portion of the forearm which comprises of a creative flower pattern that is
highlighted with black color. The wonderful work to define the petals of this flower is the main attraction of
this tattoo. Foot Tattoo This particular tattoo design is for the woman who needs to enhance the sensuality
hidden within her. The superb flower tattoo design is painted with black color and highlighted with grey
shades in the petal regions. The rose figure is surrounded by leaves and is perfectly placed near the ankle and
extends till the foot. The core design is of a flower which is present in its full-bloom state. The placement of
this tattoo at the back area makes it look more amazing as the design has gathered more space to burst out
perfectly. The innovative work of the artist to stress on every petal is just exquisite. The shading with black
color works gracefully for this tattoo. Flower Queen Tattoo Some people are fond of full-body tattoo designs
and this particular artwork is for such individuals. This tattoo covers the whole back area with shades of black
and grey. The beauty of this tattoo is the superb floral queen pattern which highlights a human figure
emerging from the flowers. Each and every segment of this tattoo has been carefully painted to give a real
effect. The human-figure has been created with precision to make it look attractive and gorgeous. Elbow
Pattern If you are in search for a colorful and creative tattoo design then you can surely choose this artwork.
The tattoo comprises of a multi-color flower that has its core at the elbow-joint. The wonderful extension of
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the tattoo on the arm makes it look quite appealing. The petal layers are painted with different colors to make
the tattoo lively. Floral Thigh Tattoo For the sexy and glamorous lady this tattoo design would suit perfectly.
The stunning floral pattern which runs from the upper thigh region till the knee is just mind blowing. The
design comprises of several flowers which are painted in different styles like 3-D block imagery and outlined
flowers which are all present in shades of black and grey. The presence of dark colored leaves near the knee
region adds on to the look of this tattoo. Cute Wrist Tattoo There are several tattoo ideas that are too cute to
resist. This particular tattoo design is one such artwork that would attract the attention of the people around
you. The tattoo comprises of a flower stem that runs from the wrist joint till the upper arm region. The
presence of pretty flowers which are painted in black color is the main attraction of this design. Colorful Spine
Tattoo This body art is amusing and vibrant at the same time. The tattoo comprises of a stunning floral pattern
that runs along the spinal cord. It is decorated with lovely colorful flowers in red, blue and yellow. This design
offers a touch of creativity wrapped with liveliness. Purple Flower The tattoo comprises of a mystical purple
flower that spreads perfectly on the neck area at the back. The wonderful shades of purple and tints of blue
make the whole design very attractive. Another major attraction of this tattoo is the use of yellow leaves that
surround the flower and the light effect to symbolize the divine nature of the whole art piece. Designer Red
Flower This tattoo art is very natural and portrays a stunning appearance to the one sporting this design. The
artwork comprises of a bright red colored flower which is painted with high level detailing. The beautiful
work of red and black color to shade the different petals of the flower is just amazing. If you are in search for a
unique floral tattoo then you can surely choose this particular design. Mini Sunflower Art This design is one
of the cutest floral tattoo ideas. The black colored sunflower-figure can be inked anywhere to reflect a pretty
artwork. The main glow of this tattoo is the subtle design which conveys the message of tenderness and
sensuality. You can get this tattoo on your hand to flaunt it out loud. Tribal Floral Pattern There are some
tattoo designs which are complicated yet attractive. This particular artwork holds the complex features which
offer a stunning appearance. The contracting floral pattern starts from the base and ends into a crowning
figure. The lovely use of black and grey shade decorates the whole look of the design. Floral Pair Tattoo This
particular design is a work of innovation that makes it immensely appealing. The tattoo comprises of two
segments which are floral sections of a single tattoo that are painted on both the foot. The magic of this art is
the intrinsic designing that offers a 3-D effect to the whole floral pattern. When foots are placed together the
tattoo forms a flower-like figure. The tattoo is painted with black and white shade. Zodiac Floral Figure You
can acquire this particular tattoo design to reflect your love for art and creativity. The unique outlined
sunflower-figure can be inked perfectly on the arm. The simple this design looks, the more patience is required
to complete it. The core area of the flower comprises of a faded floral pattern which then transforms into a
skeleton outline of the petals. This is a rare and attractive design. Pink Flower Colored tattoos are very
appealing and this floral design is one stunning art. It comprises of a bloomed-up pink flower which is
surrounded by a tribal pattern. The petals of the flower are detailed in a perfect manner to make it look real.
The pink color enhances the look of this body art. The tribal pattern is painted with black color. Sketched
Floral Pattern You can attain this genius tattoo pattern on your hands to reflect a magical appearance. It is a
simple and amazing tattoo design. It comprises of floral art with flowers and leaves arranged in a sketched
manner. The free-hand art is painted with black color that retains the beauty of this design. Flowery-Back Art
Some tattoo designs are just magical which cannot be matched with any other pattern or art. This particular
tattoo idea comes from that league. If you have the love for flowers then this pattern would glorify your
fondness for them. The body art comprises of lovely red flowers that run along the back region till the waist
area. This tattoo is a work of skilled artistic vision that makes the whole design look real. Ancient Lotus
Design If you are in search for a tattoo that offers a unique touch then this design might please you well. It
comprises of an ancient lotus design that is painted with black and grey shade.
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From her signature succulent jewelry to her new flower tattoo designs, Sue has redefined floral wearables far, far
beyond traditional pin on corsages and flower crowns. With a new book on wearable flowers in the works (Chronicle
Books, ), you are sure to see even more of Sue's floral art in the future.
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